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We hope you can come to our Summer Conference at
Thumper Pond Resort in August. The program will be interesting — our colleagues in Chapter 2 have done a great job
lining up speakers — and there is plenty to keep your family
occupied, too! Photo courtesy of Thumper Pond Resort.
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From The President
John C. Hosfield
Spring is finally here as I write
this, following a relatively mild winter.
I managed to survive a couple of early
spring heavy snowfalls and now we have
our crews out searching for corners in
unfrozen ground and no longer need a
10-pound maul to beat property corners into the ground. During my travels
around the state, I have discovered that
not all of us are as busy as we were last
year at this time. I have heard many reports from surveyors as well as from the
media that there is a surplus of newly
constructed houses, townhouses and
lots. In my 40 years of working in this
profession, I have experienced this situation more than once before — although
this is the first time I have experienced
a slowdown with such low mortgage interest rates. Hopefully, by the time you
receive this issue of the Minnesota Surveyor, we will all be busy once again.
On March 7, I had the opportunity
to preside over my first Board of Directors meeting. This was a great thrill
for me as I thought back to all of the
presidents, secretaries, treasurers, directors and executive directors who have
come before me. I don’t want to get too
sentimental here, but we should all be
thankful to all of the people who have
dedicated so much of their time over
the last 55 years to make this profession

what it is today.
Minnesota Statute, Chapter 505

I am pleased to report that the revised statute chapter 505 was approved
by the legislature and signed into law
by Gov. Pawlenty; it goes into effect on
Aug. 1, 2007. One substantive change
in the law is in drawing size. The new
size of chapter 505 plats will be 20” x
34.” Thanks to all the committee members for their hard work and to Nancy Haas and Tom Poul of Messerli &
Kramer. I also very much appreciate the
cooperative effort by both MACS and
MSPS.
ACMS/NSPS Annual Meeting

On March 8, Marva and I headed
for St. Louis to attend the ACSM/
NSPS Annual Conference cosponsored
by the Illinois and Missouri Surveyors
Associations. Unfortunately, we could
have driven there from Owatonna in
about the same time as our scheduled
one-hour flight took to get there. I don’t
think the airlines like me very well, at
least one particular unnamed airline.

The ACSM/NSPS Conference is
run differently than our own conference. Seminars were run from 8:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. each day. There were seminars available to attend on a
very wide range of surveying
and business topics. I attended
seminars on the Land Surveyor’s Liability, Professionalism,
Public Perception and Profit,
Buying or Selling the Engineering or Land Surveying
Firm and Contracts for Land
Surveyors. I also participated
in the Trig Star Committee meeting and learned that
ACSM/NSPS had requested
John Hosfield, John Freemyer, Rod Gunderson and
$1 million in funding from
Eric Ewald at the ACSM/NSPS Conference



Congress last year to expand and enhance the Trig Star program. Congress
informed our lobbyist that nobody asks
for $1 million. I guess that Congress is
not accustomed to receiving requests
for such a small amount of money. This
year, they plan to go back and ask Congress for $5 million and try to connect
the request with President Bush’s No
Child Left Behind Program. Ed Otto,
John Freemyer and I donated a framed
print of “N.Y. Taylor 1872” that was
commissioned by Ed Otto to the PAC
auction. The print was sold for a very
respectable price of $600. If anyone is
interested in purchasing a print, do not
hesitate to give Ed Otto a call. I also
found a few minutes to walk through
the Lewis and Clark Museum. This was
truly an amazing museum with a number of old pieces of surveying equipment on display.
Other Meetings and News

I was unable to attend the Society
of Land Surveyors of Iowa Conference
since it was scheduled concurrently
with the ACSM/NSPS Conference.
President-Elect Dave Landecker was
kind enough to attend in my absence.
On March 15, I attended the
Chapter 3 meeting in Stewartville.
Dodge County Surveyor Roger Brand
presented a program regarding section
corners that have been set and certified years ago. Roger has done extensive
research on some of these corners and
Continued on page 5
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From the President, continued from page 4

now believes that some of them should
be moved. This is a difficult decision
to make since these corners have been
in place for many years and have been
used by surveyors on many surveys.
On April 19, I attended the Chapter 2 meeting in Menahga. Just in case
you need to consult a map to find out
where Menahga is located (like I did),

you will find that it is a very long drive
from Owatonna. I noticed that there
was still ice on one lake that I drove by
— even though the ice had gone out on
the lakes in southern Minnesota over a
month before that. My goal is to attend
at least one meeting at each chapter in
the state during my term as president.
Chapter 2 is planning the summer
conference in Ottertail this August at

Thumper Pond. This is a very nice facility, and hopefully I will have the opportunity to see many of you there this
August.
It would be helpful to me if all
chapters would provide me with their
schedule for all upcoming meetings.
Until then, I hope that all of you have a
successful and prosperous summer.

From the MSPS Executive Director
Eric P. Ewald, CAE
From One X to All
Bear with me; this has something to
do with you, your business, and MSPS.
Please take a (fun) look at the following characteristics of our four primary generational cohorts and pay
particular attention to the one in which
you fall. These are generalizations that
all certainly have exceptions — but all
carry some truth (adapted from Generations at Work by Ron Zemke, Claire
Raines and Bob Filipczak):
Veterans Generation (1922-1943)

Early memories have to do with
WWII.
Values: Sacrifice, service, hard work,
conformity, law and order, respect for
authority.
Weaknesses: Difficulty with ambiguity and change. Not comfortable
with conflict.
Baby Boom Generation (1943-1960)

Born during or after WWII and
raised in an era of extreme optimism, opportunity and progress, courtesy of the former “Greatest” generation.
Values: Optimism, team orientation, personal gratification, health and
wellness, personal growth.

Weaknesses: Self-centered, not
naturally budget-minded, reluctant to
oppose peers.
Generation X (1960-1980)

Born after the baby boom generation
and raised in their shadow amidst steep
rise in technology.
Values: Diversity, thinking globally,
balance, techno-literacy, fun, informality, self-reliance.
Weaknesses: Impatient, inexperienced, cynical, poor people skills.
Generation Y (1980-2000)

They have Baby Boomer and early
GenX parents and were born into our current, high-technology era.
Values: Optimism, civic duty, confidence, achievement, sociability, morality, street smarts.
Weaknesses: Need for supervision
and structure, inexperienced at handling difficult people.
What this has to do with you and
your business/career

Our different generations have different styles of leadership, different senses of loyalty and respect, and different
styles of conflict and conflict resolution.

Taking time to consider some of the
different generational orientations detailed above might help you understand
people’s perspectives and approaches to
various issues.
And MSPS?

The generational values, strengths
and weaknesses detailed above also
speak volumes about why and how people volunteer. The Veterans generation
holds a strong value for service and sacrifice, whereas the boomer might ask,
“How can I benefit from this?” Again,
these are pretty broad generalizations
— but it is instructive to examine them
and then think about how we can continue to develop strong volunteerism.
MSPS has benefited greatly from
the strong values of the Veterans generation. The organization still has many
of these dedicated, hard-working volunteers (we have many from other generations, too). But as this cohort begins to
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From the MSPS Executive Director, continued from page 5

ease into well-deserved and hopefully
joyful retirement, a new balance of generational power will govern MSPS. This
might have an impact on a number
of society functions, including: How
meetings are structured, how continuing education is delivered, how governance meetings are run, and how the
organization and its members socialize.
So from one X (at age 35, I am near
dead-center in this cohort) to all of our
members spanning all generations, I
suggest that we consider how current
and future generations can continue the
great work of the society. Perhaps it will
be conducted in different ways with different types of volunteerism, but how
might the organization best proceed

MSPS Annual
Convention Call
for Presentations
The Annual Meeting Committee is
seeking speakers for the 2008 Annual
Meeting to be held January 31 - February 1, 2008 in St. Cloud, MN.
Please contact the committee if
you are interested in speaking at the
conference or if you have an idea for a
topic that you would like to have presented. Please e-mail Dan Nickols at
dannickols@charter.net.
Based on the evaluation forms
turned in to the committee, there is
a strong desire for local presenters.
Local presenters come from you, the
membership of MSPS. Please consider
volunteering to present at the annual
meeting. We promise that you will enjoy the experience.



with the core values of the society intact?
This is a pretty hot topic in the field
of association management, and I think
an interesting one, too. There is great
opportunity in recognizing some of the
distinguishing features of all generations
and tapping in to the best of each to the
benefit of the organization. This could
help fuel some interesting discussions in
years to come for the society.

Events on the Horizon
By now, you should have received
registration materials for the Summer
Meeting at Thumper Pond Resort in
Ottertail, August 16-17. Thumper Pond

is a very family-friendly location as they
have a great water park and tons to do
for adults and kids alike. Please plan to
attend! See page 14.

Cover Photo Contest
We are pleased to announce a contest open to MSPS members. MSPS
wants photos that portray surveyors
(or show some aspect of surveying)
for possible use on future covers of
the Minnesota Surveyor. Submissions
should be high-resolution (at least 2.0
MB) color photos; send them to me at
msps@mnsurveyor.com. We have some
small prizes for the winners.

100th Anniversary of U.S. Public Land
Surveys in Minnesota
By John E. Freemyer
One hundred years ago, U.S.
Deputy Surveyors were completing
the last of the township subdivisions
under the direction of the U.S. Surveyor General in St. Paul. In preparation for the planned closing of the
U.S. Surveyor General office in St.
Paul, contracts were awarded to several
deputies. Their directive was to subdivide townships scattered around some
of the northern-most parts of the state.
These townships had not been completed in earlier years, likely due to the
belief that the land had limited value.
According to Surveyor General
records, William M. Everts completed
the subdivision of T. 159, R. 29 on
July 24, 1907; and on the same day,
John E. Mulligan completed the subdivision of T.157, R28. These surveys
represented the completion of regular township subdivisions, although
the Surveyor General in St. Paul very
likely continued to administer some
miscellaneous fieldwork.

Other deputies under contract in
1907 included Albert T. Armstrong,
Charles L. Chase and Louis A. Ogaard.
Although very little is known about
most of these deputy surveyors, some
biographical information is available
for Louis A. Ogaard.
Louis Ogaard was born in 1861
in Norway. In 1888, he immigrated to
Minnesota and attended the University of Minnesota where he achieved a
Civil Engineering degree. In 1894, he
surveyed and platted the townsite of
Koochiching (International Falls). Between 1894 and 1907, he was awarded
numerous U.S. Deputy Surveyor contracts for subdividing 26 townships
located in the present-day counties of
Koochiching, Itasca and St. Louis.
As a civic leader in Koochiching, he taught in the first area public
school, served as a member and President of the School Board, served as
county surveyor and engineer. He is
Continued on page 8
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From the Editor: NDGPS/CORS/OPUS — Here
Today, Gone Tomorrow?
By David Zenk PE, LS
Did you know that the National
Differential Global Positioning System
— also known as NDGPS and also
sometimes called the Coast Guard Beacon System — is in real danger of being
discontinued?
That would be a tragedy for the
land surveying community.
You can do something to help, but
first let me tell you why you should be
engaged in advocating for the system’s
continuance.

So how come the NDGPS is in
danger?

It basically boils down to the
changing mission and mandate within
the U.S. Department of Transportation. The Department no longer needs
to maintain the NDGPS for its original
purpose. They are seeking a new agency
to take on the operating responsibility
and failing that, the system will be unfunded.
So for now, the NDGPS is on life
support.

The 39 inland stations that make
up the portion of the NDGPS that is
in danger of discontinuance make up
a substantial portion of the CORS/
OPUS system that many surveyors use
to establish or check geodetic control
on projects. This is especially true in the
Five State Area. These stations are also
the source of the Coast Guard Beacon
correction broadcasts that many surveyors use for accurate GIS data collection.

The U.S. Department of Transportation has tasked its Research and Innovative Technology Administration
(RITA) Office to accept public comments and eventually make a recommendation for the future of NDGPS.

While it is true that users of CORS/
OPUS would still obtain solutions, the
baselines and error budgets will increase.
With the recent release of OPUS-RS in
which only 15 minutes of data are needed, it is even more important to have
local CORS/OPUS stations.

Timothy A. Klein
Senior Policy Advisor
Research and Innovative Technology
Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
RTG-30, Room 3105
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
NDGPS@dot.gov

Furthermore, the very definition of
the National Spatial Reference System,
or NSRS, increasingly depends on the
availability of long-term, stable, federally controlled, continuously operating
reference stations. The 2007 NGS 10
Year Plan specifically lays out the need
for such stations.

YOU can help by doing one of the
following things:

Method 1: Contact the RITA Office with your comments at:

Mr. Klein’s email address is specifically set up to receive these comments.
If you send him an email, you will be
informed of the Federal Register Notice
that will establish a docket number for
your formal comments. This really does
matter. Then send your comments to
the docket for inclusion in the public
record.

Method 2: Contact your state and
federal elected officials. Explain how
you use the NDGPS and that its loss
would have a severely negative impact
on you. Be brief, but be plain. Make it
personal. If you have any personal acquaintance with state or federal elected
officials, pay them a visit and drop off
your letter in person.
I hope that the Minnesota Society
of Professional Surveyors Board will
send a letter supporting NDGPS.

Your Letters and Emails
Really Do Count!
Several of the staff members
at Ewald Consulting have served
as legislative aides before coming
to work in their current positions.
Based on their experience, if a typical state legislator receives three to
five letters from constituents on any
given topic, it is enough to prompt
that legislator to take action.
It is best to avoid sending form
letters, form postcards, and mass
emails. However, any of these communication methods are effective if
put into a constituent’s own words
and include personal stories about
the impact of doing or not doing
something about the issue in question. To find out who represents
you in the Minnesota Legislature,
go to http://www.leg.state.mn.us/
leg/Districtfinder.asp. For your U.S.
Congressional Representative, go to
http://www.house.gov.
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From the NSPS Governor
By John E. Freemyer
The NSPS business meetings were held in St. Louis,
March 9 to 12, in conjunction with the annual conference.
This article is a compilation of the meetings and reports.
The Government Affairs Committee continues to be a
very active group working on federal legislative and governmental agency issues. Current activities include: Opposition
to the President’s 2008 Budget request which proposes cutting BLM funding by $5 million, cutting USGS funding by
$1.7 million and cutting FEMA funding by $8 million; opposition to a 2011 implementation of a 3% withholding tax
for companies providing goods and services to any Federal,
State or local government agency; lobbying for the Federal
government to require railroads to accurately locate railroad
corridors prior to the removal of tracks; and lobbying for Federal funding assistance for the Trig-Star program.
The Certified Survey Technician Committee reported
they received 21,000 requests for information in 2006. There
were 1,100 tests administered with a pass rate of 52%. The
proctor form has recently been revised and there is a new website for State Coordinators.
The ALTA Committee reported that 25 seminars were
presented in 2006 and Gary Kent is available to present additional seminars for any State Society with an interest.
The TrigStar Committee reported that the program continues to expand and although a strong majority of State Societies participate in the program, the goal of 100% has not
been reached yet. The program is rapidly moving toward the
need for permanent paid staff. If the Federal Government offers funding assistance, that will be the next step.
The NSPS Treasurer provided a recap of the 2006 budget year. Several categories had significantly exceeded income
projections, including membership, CST and the Annual
Conference. The budget now exceeds $1 million.
The Membership Development Committee reminded
everyone that newly licensed land surveyors are eligible for
one year free membership in NSPS. To take advantage of this
offer, contact the NSPS office through the website, www.
nspsmo.org.
The NSPS Foundation reported that $43,000 was distributed in hurricane relief. Scholarships have expanded and
students are encouraged to apply. The safety video being produced by the foundation is progressing. The script is basically
complete and the next step is the actual filming this Spring.
This video will help to ensure that firms are OSHA compli

ant. Funding sources for the
video are below expectations, but the production is
proceeding nevertheless.
A spokesperson for the
National Museum of Surveying announced that the museum will be moving from
Lansing, MI, to Springfield,
IL. A building has been purchased that is within walking distance of the Lincoln museums. This move is expected to significantly increase attendance. Contributions are needed to
help with the building purchase and renovation.
The NSPS Geocaching program continues to expand
with more State Societies becoming involved. Additional information about the program has been added to the NSPS
website.
NSPS will create a central registry for reporting stolen
survey equipment. Stolen survey equipment is a significant
problem in some parts of the country. It is hoped that a central registry will provide an easy method to verify that equipment being offered for sale is not reported as stolen.
The NSPS Insurance Program had a very successful year
in 2006, selling literally hundreds of policies to NSPS members, saving them thousands of dollars. This is an ongoing
membership benefit.
Surveying students from St. Cloud State University participated in the NSPS Student Competition in St. Cloud. This
year’s contest was the layout of circular curves under the St.
Louis Arch. The St. Cloud team did not win the competition,
but was given the judge’s honorable mention for completing
the field layout the fastest.

Anniversary, continued from page 6

also credited with designing many of the early roads in the
Koochiching area. In 1920, he moved to Sacramento, CA,
where he became involved with fruit farming.
Bibliography
U.S. Surveyor General Records, Minnesota Historical Society;
Koochiching, by Harlan M. Drache, 1983; Ogaard Family
History, by Robin Burdick Bills.
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Focus on PLS Monuments/County Records/GIS
Open Letter to Surveyors in Twin Cities Metro Area
By William Brown, L.S.
An open letter to land surveyors in
the Minneapolis, Saint Paul metropolitan area:
Any of you who have ever bemoaned the absence of public land survey (PLS) corners in Minneapolis will
be pleased to know that relief is on the
way. The Hennepin County Surveyor’s
Office and the Minneapolis Department of Public Works have drafted
a Memorandum Of Understanding
(MOU) that will authorize a five-year
program to place cast iron monuments
at all of the PLS section, quarter section, and meander corners within city
limits of Minneapolis. The MOU expresses the mutual wish of the County
and the City to work collaboratively to
restore a vital resource for land surveyors and ensure that residents of Hennepin County and Minneapolis will have
a fixed framework for the establishment
of land boundaries.
So, what happened to the original
monuments? The PLS was conducted
between 1847 and 1853 in Hennepin
County and the original corners began
to disappear almost immediately thereafter. By 1876, so many had become
obliterated by development and street
construction that the County Commissioners instructed County Surveyor
George W. Cooley to re-establish all of
those that fell within the City of Minneapolis. He did so by setting iron
monuments in their place. Fourteen
years later, in 1890, the commissioners
instructed County Surveyor P.M. Dahl
to do likewise, for all the PLS corners
outside the limits of the City of Minneapolis. Dahl replaced those corners with
Kettle River sandstone monuments.
Dahl’s sandstone monuments have
since been replaced by cast iron markers

by the county, and the surveyor’s office
has maintained an accurate record of
their location. Here’s the rub: the city
boundaries expanded substantially between 1876 and 1890, leaving a huge
gap in the remonumentation program.
At this point we know of no good history for monuments in the city that fall
outside Cooley’s 1876 survey.
Over the years
some
additional
work was done
to document the
state of the PLS.
The Works Progress Administration
(WPA) Project No.
6061-4143 commenced in 1936 at
the request of the
Hennepin County
Board of Commissioners.
The
project,
directed
by the county surveyor,
collected
information about the distance and
angle between many of the monuments
that Dahl had set in 1890 and was the
source of information for the creation
of Hennepin County’s first half section
maps. My initial review of the records
from this survey indicate that it did
not extend beyond Dahl’s project area
into the gap area I previously described.
Still, Dahl’s work is of great importance
in that he set his sandstone monuments
at all of the corners up to and along the
boundary of the city as it currently exists. Those monuments have a long history of maintenance, and acceptance,
and will be relied on as the limits of
work that remains to be done in the
city. It won’t be necessary to reconcile

boundaries along the section lines between Minneapolis and any surrounding municipalities.
In 1941 the Minneapolis corners
were studied again when the city laid
out a network of control monuments
on and along sections lines. The city
conducted the work under the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) as
Project No. 7015. The
project report and map
that accompanied it
provided an inventory
of 146 city control
monuments and identified those that were
set at or near section
corners but stopped
short of certifying the
location of any PLS
corners. Many of the
old control monuments are still in place
and some may provide
useful information in
determining the true
location of PLS corners that are obliterated.
Some have asked, “Why do this
now? Isn’t the city completely platted,
and don’t the original plat irons control
lot boundaries?” In general terms, the
answer is yes, but there are many complications that leave landowners and
surveyors at a loss for a means to tie
down a survey.
Within Minneapolis, many surveyors rely on the street centerlines
(located from curb splits) to establish
block boundaries. Those lines are certainly a lot straighter than a line of irons
that you might find three or four feet
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What makes one pole
smarter than another?

A pole is smarter when it makes you significantly
more productive. Introducing the Leica SmartPole.
The new Leica SmartPole combines GPS and TPS
functions on one easy-to-use pole. Working together
with your Leica System 1200, the SmartPole gives you
the industry’s lightest and most complete range of
GPS/TPS options.
• Designed to allow easy switching between
GPS and TPS, depending upon the ever-changing
demands of today’s surveying sites.

• Faster and more flexible than any other survey
system on the market.
• Allows on-the-fly setup so you can start measuring
right away without the traditional time-consuming
orienting and fix-point steps.
For more information about the Leica SmartPole,
ask your Leica Geosystems distributor or call
1-800-367-9453.

Chris Rotegard • Leica Geosystems Inc. • 612-385-6067
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Open Letter to Twin Cities Surveyors, continued from page 9

behind the sidewalks. The problem is
that many of the streets, platted along
section lines, are arterial streets that
are now being widened and upgraded
to accommodate the needs of twentyfirst century transportation. The reconstructed streets aren’t always centered
on the previous right-of-way and even
when they are, the chance of recreating an old centerline, exactly where it
was prior to reconstruction, diminishes
every time the curbs are moved or replaced. Surveying is, after all, a game
of inches — and I wince every time I
see a curb and gutter contractor adjust
the string (for a slip-form paver) with
an eight-pound maul. And who hasn’t
tried to conduct an ALTA survey in an
industrial area where the evidence of
original platting has vanished, and the
streets long vacated.
Road and highway plats are other
good examples of boundary surveys
that would benefit from the placement of PLS monuments. The plats
frequently traverse numerous sections
of land, comprise many platted subdivisions, and seldom follow section lines
or street centerlines. PLS monuments
offer a means to fix the location of these
rights-of-way and they are backed up
by records created under MS 381.12,

Subd. 3(c). This holds true for Registered Land Surveys, replats, or any survey conducted in areas where evidence
of the original plats has faded or is lost.
City control monuments are adequate
for compliance with MS 559.25 or MS
508.671 but they are not systematically
maintained or documented. All surveys,
when tied to well maintained public
land survey monuments, become retraceable, now and into the future.
We have just begun preliminary research and are trying to identify primary
sources of information, including:
•

Notes from a street centerline survey, completed by Hennepin County approximately 30 years ago as a
foundation for the current GIS;

•

The Minneapolis ordinance book
that documents the relationship
of property lines to sidewalks and
curbs;

•

Original field notes and published
works of P.M. Dahl and George
Cooley;

•

WPA Project 7015 report;

•

Historic files located in city and
county offices.

I also know there’s a lot of valuable
information filed away in the private
records of area land surveyors, and I
will be contacting some of you for assistance. Others, please call me if you have
anything you would like to contribute.
Our work can be no better than the information we discover or receive.
The resolution was scheduled for
review by the Hennepin County General Government Committee on May
22, 2007, the 160th anniversary of
the completion of the first PLS survey
in the county, and forwarded to the
County Board for action in June. We
are eager to begin. The monuments of
the PLS create the framework that defines almost all land boundaries west of
the Appalachian Mountains. We will do
our best to maintain our corner of the
world, and will enjoy pursuing the wishes of our first Congress that “real property derived from the public domain by
official transfer (patent) should have the
protection of immutable boundaries.”
(Committee on Integrated Land Data
Mapping, Modernization of the Public
Land Survey System, National Academy Press, 1982, chapter 5, Institutional
Considerations, page 48.)

A Historical Perspective: Section Corner Remonumentation
By James A. Lindsey, PE, LS
Editor’s Note: This article was originally
written in about 1962 for an ACSM
presentation. The “resurvey” program covering all of Carver County as advocated
by Lindsey was never completed.
The Board of Commissioners of
Carver County authorized the first
controlled re-survey of section corners
in the county in 1961. The latest scientific surveying instruments were used

in this program. Original subdivision
of the public lands of the county was
performed in the early 1850s with some
re-survey of the section corners by various county surveyors up to about 1890.
Very little remonumentation work has
been performed since then.
A cooperative remonumentation
program was undertaken as a “pilot”
study in the summer of 1961 by Jesse

Fant, Professor of Civil Engineering
and Surveying, University of Minnesota
and the author. In the “pilot” program,
it was first determined that the original
one-mile square grid system established
at the time of the first surveys would
not provide the permanent reference
base needed for a county-wide re-survey
program. Fortunately, the United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey (USCGS)
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Section Corner Remonumentation, continued from page 11

had previously established a series of
reference points in the area. Each of
these points has been mathematically
calculated to be at a precise location on
a flat plane surface at sea level elevation,
called the Lambert State Coordinate
System. Locations of reference points in
this system are given X (east-west) and Y
(north-south) values down to the 1/100
foot, to insure maximum accuracy.
Starting from the USCGS reference
points, we set a series of new temporary
points on ridges or hills adjacent to section corners or quarter corners. Angular
and distance measurements were taken
from these points. Short measurements
were made to extend these points to
known section corners or quarter corners. The accuracy or closure of this
work is determined by how close the
network or traverse comes to a known
USCGS point or point of beginning of
the traverse. Mathematical calculations
were made on all points to place them
on the State Coordinate System for permanent reference. The various traverse
loops were calculated to determine the
relative precision of the work by angular and lineal closure. The worst closure
we had was about 0.67 ft. in a 19,300
ft. traverse. The best closure was about
0.08 ft. in a 26,434 ft. traverse. This pilot program resulted in location of 38
section and quarter corners.

stations. Cost of this work to date has
been less than one dollar per acre benefited.
Prior to the development of modern scientific surveying instruments, it
would have been impossible to perform
this re-survey work at costs of up to
ten times the charges which have been
made. We are using an electronic distance-measuring device, the Geodimeter, Model 4-B, to measure distances.
This instrument sends out a pulsating
light beam which has about 30 million pulses per second. A series of mirror prisms are mounted on a standard
surveyor’s tripod at the other point. By
taking a series of direct and calibration
readings on the dials of the Geodimeter,

correcting for barometric pressure and
temperature, one can calculate the distance between two points. The instrument has an accuracy of plus or minus
0.04 ft. per mile. The actual time to
read the instrument is about nine minutes, whether one is measuring 100 feet
or 5 miles. Including set-up time, it is
common to read two or three distances
from one station in less than an hour.
All work to date has been done at night
with this instrument, as it has less excessive interferences due to extraneous
light which slows reading time in daylight. This spring we will receive a new
high intensity light source which will
make readings of up to 3 miles practical
in daylight and up to 15 miles at night.
Continued on page 13

In January 1962, the County Board
declared the office of County Surveyor
vacant and appointed the author as its
designated County Surveyor. A onehalf mill levy was established for operation of the office. This was done under
a Minnesota Law (MS 389.01) which
permits the Board to appoint a registered land surveyor who need not be a
resident of the county.
In 1962, we completed calculation of field data secured in 1961 and
extended the network of triangulation
12
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We use the services of Scientific
Computers, Inc. of Minneapolis to
electronically compute the Geodimeter
data. A companion piece to the Geodimeter is the Wild T-2 theodolite which
we use to measure angles. This instrument permits accurate measurement of
angles down to less than one second or
arc. Such accuracy, coupled with the extreme precision of the Geodimeter, has
enabled us to determine accurately and
inexpensively the true geodetic position
of government corners and the true distance between them, and permits accurate re-positioning of lost or obliterated
points.
The following benefits can be accomplished from this work:

•

Lost corners can be accurately located, when referenced to points in
the re-survey.

•

Aerial survey control can be obtained by simply marking points
found in the re-survey.

•

Mapping operations can be expedited.

•

Locations of radio beacons and stations can be easily determined.

No doubt, a number of other benefits will develop from this program
which can not be foreseen at the present time. Carver County’s pioneering in
this program will certainly lead to similar work in other counties.

Geomatics, Computer Aided Drafting
and Design Classes at Saint Paul
College
Fall Semester 2007 - Classes
begin in August
Day Classes

•

Surveying Fundamentals — Mon,
Wed & Friday, 7:00-10:00am

•

Introduction to GPS/GIS — Tues
& Thurs, 7:00-8:30am

•

Control & Boundary Surveys -—
Tues & Thurs, 8:30-11:30am

•

Computer Aided Design I — Wed
& Fri, 10:00-11:55am

•

AutoCAD for Geomatics — Mon,
9:00am-11:55am

Evening Classes

•

Civil 3D and Map 3D — Wed, 610pm

•

Introduction to AutoCAD — Mon,
6-10pm

For more information, visit www.
saintpaul.edu/starthere. You may also
call (651) 846-1666 or email tom.
arneson@saintpaul.edu.

Modern science and surveying
techniques have combined to provide
the tools for rapid, accurate and reliable
re-survey of government corners. Now
calculation can be expedited by electronic computers to make a system of
coordinated monuments possible.
I wish to thank Professor Jesse E.
Fant, members of the Hennepin County Surveyors Association, the State
Highway Department and the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey, without whose helpful work and suggestions
this program could not have been accomplished.

National Geodetic Survey Announces New
Wisconsin Advisor
By Gilbert Mitchell, Chief of NGS
Geodetic Services Branch
The National Geodetic Survey announces the appointment of John Ellingson, PE, LS, of Black River Falls,
WI, as Geodetic Advisor in Wisconsin.
Prior to NGS, Ellingson was Jackson County Surveyor and had operated
his own firm before that. Ellingson attended the University of WisconsinMadison where he earned a degree in
civil engineering.
“I am looking forward to working
with him to meet the geodetic needs
of surveyors and other land professionals in and around Wisconsin,” notes
Mitchell.
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2007 MSPS Summer Meeting • August 16-17
Join your fellow MSPS members at Thumper Pond Resort
near Ottertail, Minnesota for our Annual Summer Meeting!
We will have good opportunities for education and for networking and fun. Registration forms have been mailed. Mark
your calendar, send your registration in to Chapter 2 — and
make your reservation at the resort!

The Local Tavern & Eatery: 3 miles from Thumper
Pond - Highway 108, Ottertail, MN, (218) 3672810 (burgers, sandwiches, lighter entrees)
Elmer’s Texas BBQ: 7 miles from resort - Highway
78, Battle Lake, MN, (218) 864-8436 (just like it
says, Texas BBQ and other American cuisine - very
good!)
Zorbaz Mexican & Pizza Joint: 8 miles from Thumper Pond - Highway 72, Battle Lake, MN, (218) 8645979 (on the lake, pizza, Mexican food, appetizers)
Stub’s Dining & Saloon: 16 miles from Thumper
Pond - Highway 78, Battle Lake, MN, (218) 8649929 (Steak & seafood, American cuisine - excellent
food)
The Cactus: 10 miles from resort - off Highway 78
(43521 Fort Thunder Rd, Perham, MN, (218) 3462554 (casual dining)

Events Schedule
Thursday, August 16
9:00 am

MSPS Board of Directors Meeting

1:30 pm

Scramble Tournament (Mixed Couples)

5:00-7:00 pm

Ice Breaker Sponsored by Horizons

Dinner on your own
Options include:
The Red Pine Restaurant at Thumper Pond Resort:
featuring steaks, seafood, pasta, and other American cuisine. The Eagle View Lounge offers the same
menu, but a more casual atmosphere with pool table,
dart board and big screen TV.
Nearby Dinner Options, suggested by Thumper
Pond staff:
The Otter Supper Club: 1 mile from resort - Hwy 78,
Ottertail, MN, (218) 367-2525 (steaks & seafood)

Friday, August 17
8:00 am

Legislative Update

Technical Session: Professional LiabilityRisk Management
		Mathew C. Olson
		Vice President, HRH A&E
10:00 am
Women’s Golf Tournament
9:00-11:00 am

11:30 am

-18 Hole Pairings Golf Tournament
(Beverage Tickets by Aero-Metric)
-Trap Shooting Tournament
-Fishing Tournament

5:30 pm

Social Hour

6:30 pm

Dinner

8:00 pm

Event Awards Presentation

Above: Designed by Eric Niskanen, Thumper Pond Golf Course has been
touted as “a must play in Minnesota” by Golf Magazine.
14
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2007 MSPS Summer Meeting
Golf Information
•

Couples Tournament on
Thursday afternoon: $25
per person with cart (regular rate $30).

•

Women’s Tournament on
Friday morning: $25 per
person with cart (regular
rate $30)

•

Men’s Tournament on
Friday morning: $45 per
person with cart (regular
rate $55)

Lodging
Thumper Pond, located in the “Heart” of Minnesota’s
lakes country, is the perfect place to get away and relax! The
resort is about a three-hour drive from the Twin Cities, or
about one-and-a-half hours from Fargo. Shown below is a
queen suite (two queen beds and a sofa sleeper). Rooms are
$109 per night plus 6.5% tax; call before July 23 to be assured that you will get this special rate. Get a $2.99 per person discount on tickets to the Northern Hideaway Indoor
Waterpark when you reserve a room for the MSPS Summer
Meeting! Make your reservations now: Call toll-free 1-877294-7981 or (218) 367-2000 or make reservations online at
www.thumperpond.com/comfortsuites.tpl.

See page 26 for information about activities for spouses.
Need a copy of the registration form?
You can download the registration
materials from the MSPS web site,
www.mnsurveyor.com.

The Northern Hideaway Indoor
Waterpark is 12,000 square feet of
fun, featuring a 3 story tower with two
slides that twist and turn outside the
waterpark! A 250-foot tube slide lets
you choose the sound, lights and video
animation for your slide down! A 186foot body slide twists and turns outside
the tower and splashes you into the
plunge pool. The activity pool has two
basketball hoops and a log floatie. An
18-person whirlpool with waterfall is
for your relaxation. A beach entry pool
has water geysers, toddler slide, water
bucket, and water geysers. The lazy river
inner tube ride will provide tons of
water fun!
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Some Preliminary Thoughts on Instructions for
Surveying the Public Lands in Minnesota
By Rod Squires, University of Minnesota

Prologue

In May 2006, I received a grant
from the Minnesota Department of
Transportation to make an inventory of
the public land survey records relevant
to Minnesota, particularly those materials usually referred to as “special instructions.”1 Here are some thoughts on the
subject. My purpose here is to advance
the idea that we should expand our view
about the nature of these instructions.
I do so tentatively. I am not a surveyor
and I am aware that my comments may
greatly increase the effort it takes to
“follow in the footsteps” of the original
deputies.
Introduction

On May 30, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln signed into law, “An Act to
reduce the expenses and sale of the public lands in the United States.” (12 Stat.
409) Section two of the act stated,
(T)he printed Manual of Instructions
relating to the public surveys, prepared
at the General Land Office, and
bearing date February twenty-second,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, the
instructions of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, and the
special instructions of the surveyor
general, when not in conflict with said
printed Manual or the instructions
of said Commissioner, shall be taken
and deemed a part of every contract
for surveying the public lands of the
United States.

Approximately 250 individuals,
working on their own or in partnership
with others, contracted to carry out surveys in Minnesota. Some ran the correction parallels, the standard parallels,
and the guide meridians, some ran the
township exteriors, and some subdivided
the townships into sections.2 With each
contract the deputies received instructions for their work, from the Surveyor
General of Wisconsin and Iowa, 18471857, and from the Surveyor General of
Minnesota, 1857-1908.3

The legislation mentioned three
sets of instructions, not two: the printed Manual of Instructions, also termed
general instructions; the special instructions of the surveyors general; and the
instructions of the Commissioner of the
GLO. Importantly, the language seems
to imply the special instructions from
the surveyors general are subservient
to the instructions from the Commissioner of the GLO.

These instructions have been conveniently divided into two sets: those
given to all deputies operating in the
surveying district, usually termed “general instructions,” and those given to
particular deputies, termed “special
instructions.”4 Rarely mentioned, because their relationship to the actual
instructions given to the deputies is unclear, is a third set of instructions sent
by the Commissioners of the General
Land Office (GLO) to the surveyors
general.5

General instructions consist of a series of directives concerning the way in
which the surveys were to be carried out.
They were given to each deputy at the
start of a contract. Two surveyors general issued general instructions that governed the earliest surveys in Minnesota
Territory. In 1846, Surveyor General
George W. Jones, former Congressional
delegate for both Michigan Territory
and Wisconsin Territory, issued one set.
In 1851, his successor, George B. Sargent, who had previously been a deputy

General Instructions

in southwestern Iowa, issued another
set. (Dodds et al., 1943 69-79, 102115).6 This latter set could only have
been used for a short period of time in
Minnesota. On July 10, 1852, Sargent
was instructed to adopt the “Manual of
Field Operation,” issued by the General
Land Office in 1851 to govern the surveys in Oregon, for surveying in Minnesota Territory. (White, 1982 116)7
In 1855, the General Land Office issued a set of general instructions that
was to govern all future surveys in the
United States. These instructions, titled
“Instructions to the Surveyors General
of Public Lands of the United States
...” were adopted several years later, in
1862, as part of the contract of every
deputy surveyor.8
Not surprisingly, these general instructions changed over time, as a result
of changed practices. So, for example,
on July 28, 1866, the Commissioner of
the General Land Office sent a Circular
to the Surveyor General of Minnesota,
Levi Nutting,
The experience of this office having
demonstrated the desirability of a
change in the system adopted for the
numbering of fractional lots of the
public lands illustrated on “Diagram
B” accompanying the printed Manual
of Surveying Instructions issued
February 22 1855, it has been decided
to substitute thereof a more simple and
less inconvenient scheme.
It is now proposed to employ but one
continuous series of number in each
section containing fractional lots, to
embrace all lots made fractional by
any cause, and not containing the
recognized legal quantity of some legal
subdivisions; but those subdivisions
in the exterior halves of sections in
the north and west tiers of sections in
Continued on page 17
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Section Corner Remonumentation, continued from page 16
a township, which contain eighty or
forty acres, will not be numbered in the
future preparation of plats. The printed
instructions on pages 25 & 26 of the
aforesaid Manual are hereby modified
to that extent.
Accompanying this letter is a “diagram
B” illustrating the proposed change in
numbering and which is designed in
red ink on the same. When islands are
situated in two or more sections the
lots should be embraced in a series of
number of the respective sections in
which they are located. Islands situated
with a section may be numbered as one
lot unless the area exceeds 160 acre in
which case they should be divided by
extending the subdivisional lines across
them and then numbered. (Minnesota
Historical Society, State Archives, U.S.
Surveyor General Letters Received
1866 vol. LIII 133-134)

An interesting research problem is
to trace such changes in the general instructions through the written record.
Special Instructions

Special instructions are instructions
given a particular deputy by the surveyor general, either at the start of his
contract or during his surveys. They are
extraordinarily varied in content and
should be viewed through two lenses.
In one way, they supplement the general instructions as the surveyor general
gave the deputy more directives on how
to carry out the surveys. At the same
time, they complement the general instructions as the surveyor general gave
the deputy necessary administrative
details about his contract. Dodds et al.,
in a book containing all the special instructions relating the surveys in Iowa,
noted:
The special instructions were in the
form of a letter to the deputy surveyor
and contained: a list of the townships
and ranges included in the contract;

whether township or subdivision;
places of beginning and places of
ending; instructions as to connections
with adjacent surveys; diagrams
showing pertinent data for areas already
surveyed; copies of general instructions;
innumerable special references; and
others.
...these special instructions contained
many items that were similar. In fact
they contained identical paragraphs.
(Dodds et al., 1943, 197) 9

An expanded definition of special
instructions would include letters from
the surveyors general informing deputies how to proceed, letters in response
to queries from deputies in the field,
and also letters informing deputies of
errors in the work. Perhaps, as a general rule, virtually any letter issued by
the surveyors general to a deputy under
contract should be considered special
instructions.10 These instructions are
contained in the voluminous correspondence files of the surveyors general.
They can be found in the Iowa State
Archives in Des Moines and the Minnesota State Archives, at the Minnesota
History Center in St. Paul.11 Those for
Iowa have been reproduced by Dodds et
al. (1943). 12
The surveys in Minnesota, like the
surveys in Iowa, “were made under the
general instructions current at the time
of the survey and special instructions
issued to the deputy surveyor holding
the contract.” (Dodds et al., 1943 21)
The earliest surveys in Minnesota Territory were governed by the procedures
described in the General Instructions of
1846, 1851, and 1855 and the special
instructions contained in letters sent by
the surveyors general of Wisconsin and
Iowa to the various deputies contracted
to carry out surveys in Minnesota Territory from 1847 until 1857.13

The Relationship Between General
and Special Instructions

In a letter preceding his General
Instructions of 1846, Surveyor General
Jones wrote to the deputy,
You are to survey in person, or by the
assistance of some duly authorized
Deputy Surveyor acting under your
immediate direction and supervision,
the district assigned you under contract
of _________ 18__, conformably to
such parts of the following instructions
as apply to the character of the work
for which you have contracted, except
so much thereof as is modified or
countermanded by manuscript special
instructions, hereinafter written.
(White, 1982 340)

The same letter preceded the general instructions of the Surveyor General of Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan of
1850 and the 1851 general instructions
of George B. Sargent. (White, 1982
360, 384) Clearly general and special
instructions were complementary.
The early general instructions relevant to the surveys in Minnesota Territory contain several references to special
instructions. In the 1846 instructions
the Surveyor General Jones wrote, under the heading “How and What to
Meander,”
Whenever required by special
instructions, to meander any stream
or body of water, passing through or
lying within your district, you are also
to meander all islands situated therein,
which are valuable for their soil or
timber. (White 1982, 343)

The same language is found in Sargent’s 1851 instructions. (White, 391)
Interestingly, neither the Oregon
Manual of 1851 nor the Manual of
1855 included the letter preceding the
1846 and 1851 instruction. White
(1982, 443) included a footnote in the
Continued on page 18
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Oregon Manual regarding special instructions.14 In the 1851 Manual the
surveyor general is allowed to alter the
mode of surveying “whenever, in the
opinion of the President of the United
States, a departure from the ordinary
mode of surveying ... would promote
the public interest” (White, 1982 437).
15
The only mention of special instructions in the 1855 Manual was with
reference to settler claims in Oregon,
Washington, and New Mexico. (White
1982 467)16
The 1864 general instructions,
however, made reference to special instructions as did all subsequent Manuals, issued in 1881, 1890, 1894, and
1902.17 They made reference to the
Act of 1862, recognizing three sets of
instructions: those contained in the
printed Manual, those from the Commissioner of the GLO, and those from
the surveyors general. The last named
would only seem to control “when not
in conflict” with the other instructions.
(White, 1982 502-544, 514, 558, 627,
722) The 1890 Manual also contained
the following, under a separate part
headed “Special Instructions Issued by
the United States Surveyors-General to
United States Deputy Surveyors.”
One of the most important duties to
be performed by the surveyor general
is to provide the deputy surveyor with
Special Instructions, in connection with
the contract, prepared in accordance
with the law, which instructions will
draw attention to certain paragraphs
in this Manual, reiteration of its
requirements, and printed directions
of a general nature; but they will be in
all cases specific in character, with all
necessary detailed statements in setting
forth what the deputy is to do and how
the work is to be performed. (White,
1982 572)

This rather neat picture of general
instructions and special instructions
18

does not give the whole picture of all
the instructions that might be relevant
to the modern surveyor.
Instructions Issued by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office

The ground may be faithfully chained
and the contracting deputy may make
the oath as required by law, and yet, in
a few years the practical evidence of the
surveys may become utterly obliterated
in a prairie country from the want of
establishing the mound corners after a
judicious method.

These instructions comprise two
groups, those issued to the various surveyors general and those issued to other
individuals.18 Letters from the Commissioner of the GLO to the surveyors general contain an extraordinary volume of
material addressing various surveying
problems.19 It is not clear how, or even
whether, the surveyors general passed
the information on to the deputies.

The mound falls down, the stake is
destroyed and nothing then remains
to direct the eye of the enquirer to the
place where it originally stood. Hence
the ultimate object of the survey is lost
when the boundary is gone, and there
is no provision in the surveying laws
for remedying the evil by restoring
the evidence, and thus results a public
calamity to the whole community
concerned.

The most important of the first
group were those described as “Circulars,” sent to every surveyor general directing them to change their method of
operation in some way or instructing
them in the proper way of proceeding.
White includes several examples (White
1982 506, 507, 509). Circulars sometimes modified general instructions; for
example, the 1864 general instructions
regarding meanders were modified by a
Circular issued in 1876. (White, 1982
508)
On July 9, 1852, Surveyor General
George B. Sargent received a letter from
John Wilson, Acting Commissioner of
the General Land Office. The Acting
Commissioner wrote,
The condition of the corner boundaries
of the public surveys in many parts of
the country admonishes that it is the
duty of the Surveyor General to make
it their special care in all future surveys
to have such boundaries perpetuated
in the most effectual and enduring
manner. Evidences from time to time
are continually being presented to the
Department of the entire absence or
disappearance of mound corners in
prairie regions where none others could
be employed to designate the surveys.

In the surveying operations instituted
in Oregon and California the mound
corners are required to be perpetuated
after the method prescribed in the
accompanying manual of Instructions
to Deputy Surveyors, and which
is illustrated by the accompanying
diagrams. The mound is required to
be conical in its formation, and to be
enclosed with “a quadrangular trench”,
conforming to the cardinal points (not
a ditch) formed by spading up the earth
while facing the line of the quadrangle
and throwing up the clods in regular
order so as to form an elevated margin
along the lines of the quadrangular,
which, when covered with grass, will
indicated a work of art, and arrest the
attention in future time in the event of
the destruction of the mound itself by
time or accident.
This mode of perpetuating mound
corners makes the quadrangular trench
an essential part of the work and you
are requested to require your Deputy
Surveyors to adopt the same, and also
the conical form in all future cases
where mound corners are established.
This course of proceeding has been
required and adopted in Louisiana,
Florida, and Arkansas. (M27 vol 15 12)
Continued on page 20
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The all-in-one
GPS and TPS application suite

Introducing SmartWorx from Leica Geosystems: Maximize your
productivity with the smartest surveying software on the market.
Every day you’re confronted by
a wide variety of surveying and
construction tasks. Leica SmartWorx makes all of them
easier. When combined with your Leica System 1200, this
advanced software suite offers unparalleled performance
and easy-to-use functions that take you straight to where
you need to go. Everything works together, saving you
time and money.

• Fast and Easy Operation — Use the default settings or
customize your own menu for the way you work.
• Flexible Import/Export — Data can be exported directly from
Leica SmartWorx into your office, CAD or mapping software.
• Powerful Field Coding — Define points, lines and areas
in the display as you survey.
For more information ask your Leica Geosystems
distributor or call 1-800-367-9453.

Chris Rotegard • Leica Geosystems Inc. • 612-385-6067
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Section Corner Remonumentation, continued from page 18

Separate from the Circulars but included in these instructions are those
labeled “Annual Instructions,” in which
the Commissioners told the surveyors
general where to survey.20 Also included
are letters concerning the myriad details
of surveying, including those that noted
errors in the deputies’ field notes and on
the township plats.

corners of the public surveys, the
following general rules have been
prepared as a reply to such enquiries.
(White 1982 509)

Another, issued on March 13, 1883,
was justified by,
The increasing number of letters from
county and local surveyors at this
office, making enquiry as to the proper
method of restoring to their original
position lost or obliterated corners
marking the survey of the public
lands of the United States, or such as
have been willfully moved from their
original position, have rendered the
preparation of the following general
rules necessary ... (White 1982 546)

Another group of instructions,
more appropriately termed “explanations,” comprised letters in which the
Commissioners described how sections
should be divided and how lost corners
should be restored.21 One, issued November 1, 1879, contained the following justification for such explanations,
This Office being in receipt of many
letters making inquiry in regard to the
of subdividing
MNproper
June method
07 4/27/07
4:15 PMsections
Page
of the public lands and restoring lost

Surveys Carried Out Entirely Under
Special Instructions
1

Some surveys were made entirely
under special instructions, island sur-

veys, state boundaries, and Indian reservation boundaries, for example.22 Some
surveys were initially carried out under
special and then those special instructions were incorporated into the general
instructions.23
Conclusion

The sole conclusion is that the volume of material needed to adequately
describe the work of the deputies in
Minnesota is large. I suggest that the
general instructions and special instructions given to the deputies by surveyors
general may not be sufficient.
Finding aids will allow access to
these records, but such aids can only
be developed if an inventory is made.
This is what the current research project
funded by the Minnesota Department
Continued on page 21
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of Transportation is attempting to accomplish.
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some useful information regarding the
way in which the surveys in Minnesota
were carried out, if only because some
of the letters published in the book
are to deputies that also worked in
Minnesota (Dodds et al., 1943 292350). I do not want to overemphasize
that fact because there were differences
between the surveys in Iowa and the
surveys in Minnesota. For example,
deputies running Iowa township
exterior lines seem to have been given
contracts encompassing larger areas
than those in Minnesota. (Dodds et al.
1943 198)

White C. Albert A History of the Rectangular
Survey System (Government Printing
Office, Washington DC. 1982)
Notes
1

I have previously written about these
instructions, see Squires (1994). The
project is one of the three mentioned
by Jay Krafthefer in a recent issue of
this magazine (Krafthefer, 2006)

2

Some surveyed islands, the subject of
future work.

3

“The contract system .... tended to
encourage the deputies to use surveying
methods that would produce results
of the minimal acceptable precision.”
(Dodds et al. 1941 1) Undoubtedly,
the instructions contained in Dodds
et al. (1943), dated 1846-1857, have

4

As Dodds et al. (1943 21) wryly noted,
“Any apparent discrepancies appearing
in the original notes for the survey ...
will be found to comply with some
requirement of the special instructions
or with an earlier set of general
instructions or will be an exception
introduced by the deputy surveyor as
Continued on page 23
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Section Corner Remonumentation, continued from page 21
his own idea.”
5

6

7

Copies of these instructions, contained
in correspondence between the
Commissioner of the General Land
Office and various surveyors general
around the nation, has been microfilmed
by the National Archives. The
microfilm, M27, was used extensively
by C. Albert White for information
contained in his monumental book,
A History of the Rectangular Survey
System (Government Printing Office
Washington DC. 1982), see page
vii. Incidentally, White’s book can be
found online at http://www.blm.gov/
cadastral/Manual/pdffiles/histrect.pdf.
Dodds et al. (1943 80-101) included
the 1850 General Instructions issued
by the Surveyor General for Ohio,
Indiana, and Michigan. I am not sure
of the relevance of such instructions to
the surveys in Minnesota Territory.
In fact, Sargent had been directed to
use the 1851 Manual, “to run his range
lines north to intersections with the
correction lines and establish closing
corners according to the Manual,”
the previous year, on April 23, 1851
(White, 1982 115). Warner Lewis, who
succeeded Sargent as surveyor general
in 1853 was also directed to use the
1851 Manual. (White 1982 116) These
instructions were adopted at a time the
surveys were crossing the Mississippi
River. Strangely, Dodds et al. (1943)
do not include these instructions.

the deputy did in the field. Such letters
would include those that inform the
deputy of the status of his contract,
and thus when he might expect to be
paid. Not all deputies received special
instructions, “It is quite likely that
a number of contracts were sent out
without any advice other than in the
contract itself.” (Dodds et al., 1943
205).
11

The National Archives in Washington,
DC, almost certainly possess copies
of the special instructions but at this
point in the research I do not know.
According to White (1982 155), special
instructions for any contract were to be
sent to the Commissioner of the GLO
along with the contract for his approval
after 1876.

12

The special instructions for Michigan
(Caldwell, 1990), and Illinois (Weber,
1981) have also been published. How
completely these books cover the
instructions is unknown.

13

The letters containing special instructions to the deputies surveying in Iowa
contained in Dodds et al. probably have
some useful information regarding the
way in which the surveys in Minnesota
were carried out. Some of the letters are
addressed to deputies who also worked
in Minnesota, see Dodds et al. (1943
292-350).

14

White gave no further information so I
am unsure what the footnote means.

8

The 1862 legislation is cited above.

15

Presumably by special instructions.

9

The standard paragraphs contained in
the special instructions issued by the
surveyors general of Wisconsin and
Iowa, 1847-1857, are contained in
Dodds et al. (1943 356-364) Some of
these paragraphs are found in special
instructions to deputies who worked in
Minnesota Territory.

16

It is tempting to suggest that the new
manual was intended to cover all
contingencies of surveying and special
instructions to deputies to overcome
problems were a thing of the past.

17

Strangely, White called the 1864
instructions “Instructions Circular”
(White, 1982 501). I do not know
whether he invented the phrase or
whether the National Archives staff so
described them.

10

The exceptions might include letters
from the surveyor general to the
deputy that had no bearing on what

18

Among the individuals to whom the
Commissioner of the GLO wrote
were county surveyors. Such letters
contained information about how to
re-establish lost corners, subdivide
sections, run meander lines, and how
to survey omitted lands including
islands.

19

Here, I mention only a few types of
instructions.

20

This instruction followed the annual
Congressional appropriations for
surveying.

21

The General Instructions of the Surveyor General of Illinois and Missouri
contain an interesting appendix, not
found in other general instructions,
regarding the proper way of resurveying,
including “renewing missing corners
formerly established, and subdividing
Sections.” (White, 1982 421-431)
Unfortunately, these instructions are
not dated, although a letter preceding
them bears a partial date 185* (the
asterisk denotes a missing number).
The instruction appear in White’s book
between two instructions dated 1851.

22

Until 1881, general instructions only
concerned the way in which township
exteriors and township subdivision
lines were run, there was no mention
of Principal Meridians, Base lines,
Standard Parallel or Auxiliary Meridians
(White 1982 524). Such lines were run
under special instructions.

23

Instructions to survey correction
lines, standard lines and meanders,
for example. The instructions issued
by George W. Jones in 1846 mention
special instructions regarding meanders.
(White, 1982 343). The same language
was used by George B. Sargent in his
1851 instructions. (White, 1982 391)
In the 1851 Oregon Manual and all
subsequent Manuals, meandering
is treated with general instructions.
(White, 1982 441)
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Member News
Tom Arneson

CST Exam Hosted by Ulteig

Tom Arneson joined the faculty of Saint Paul College, a
Community and Technical College, as a Geomatics Instructor at the beginning of the Spring Semester in January. Tom
has a BS from the University of Minnesota, more than 40
years of varied surveying experience and was licensed as a
Minnesota Land Surveyor in 1977.

Ulteig Engineering hosted a NSPS-ACSM Certified Survey Technician (CST) Exam on April 28, 2007. Twenty-six
people took the exam on a beautiful spring day. The exam was
arranged by Walter Gregory, who leads the surveying group
at Ulteig’s Minneapolis office, and is the CST Coordinator
for MSPS. Tom Arneson, Geomatics Instructor at Saint Paul
College, and Peter Hawkinson, Land Surveyor with Pioneer
Engineering, joined Walter to proctor the exam.

The Geomatics program at Saint Paul College is a twoyear program that awards an AS degree (60 cr) or an Advanced Technical Certificate (30 cr). The program is articulated with the Bachelor of Science Degree in Land Surveying
and Mapping Sciences at St. Cloud State University.
Tom welcomes suggestions for the improvement of the
program, including possible evening or online classes. Contact him at: tom.arneson@saintpaul.edu.
St. Cloud State University Leipold Banquet

The Geography Department held its 7th Annual Leipold
Banquet on April 5, 2007, in St. Cloud at the Kelly Inn.
One of its functions was to recognize supporters of the Land
Surveying program and scholarships awarded to Geography
students. Land Surveying students are the largest recipients
of scholarships in the department.
St. Cloud State University acknowledged the generous
donation of over $24,000 in scholarships to students, of
which MSPS donated $16,000.

The National Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS)
sponsors a comprehensive national certification program for
survey technicians. The program is recognized by the U.S.
Department of Labor as part of the National Apprenticeship
Program. The Survey Technician Certification Board (STCB),
which administers this program, recognizes the importance
of technicians to the surveying and mapping profession.
This four-level certification program for surveying technicians throughout the United States indicates official recognition by NSPS-ACSM that a person has demonstrated that he
or she is minimally competent to perform surveying tasks at a
specified technical level. Certification provides the individual
with a sense of achievement, since it reflects advancement in
the field of surveying. Certification also provides employers
with a method of determining job assignments and advancement since certification is an indication of one’s ability to
perform specific job tasks.
For more information about the CST program visit:
http://www.nspsmo.org.
Greenhagen Promoted to Westwood VP

Westwood is pleased to announce the appointment
of Professional Land Surveyor Paul Greenhagen to Vice
President. Prior to his promotion, Greenhagen was the
Director of Surveying Services for land development clients and worked with Westwood’s survey group since its
inception in 1986. For the past several years, Greenhagen
has been at the forefront of consulting and business development for Westwood’s renewable energy and transmission markets. His expertise and client-focused philosophies have been a driving force in growing Westwood’s
survey team to one of the largest in Minnesota.
Pictured above, left to right, are Dennis Pederson, MSPS
Education Committee Chair; Ed Otto, 2006 MSPS President;
Professor Ken Wong, SCSU; Sam DeLeo, MSPS and MSES;
Steve Jobe, 2005 MSPS President; and Professor Henry Hochmair, SCSU.

Do you have news to share with your colleagues? Send it to
MSPS Executive Director Eric Ewald at msps@mnsurveyor.
com.
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MSPS Summer Meeting: For the Spouses
Visit www.thumperpond.com or call (218) 367-2000 for more details
GOLF (MSPS Activities):
Thursday: 9 hole mixed couples scramble tournament
Friday: Women’s Golf Tournament
(See Summer Meeting Registration Form, mailed recently, for
times and sign-up)

SPA: Serene Woods Spa
Massages, Manicures, Pedicures, Facials, Wraps, Waxing,
Hair care
(Check prices and times at spa@thumperpond.com)

SHOPPING: Battle Lake/Perham/Downtown
Ottertail
Thumper Pond exits at two places: On to Highway 78 and on
to Highway 108. If you exit onto Hwy 108, you need to turn
right to get to Hwy 78. For shopping, turn left onto Hwy 78
and go 14 miles to Battle Lake or turn right and go 12 miles
to Perham.

Recommended shops before downtown Battle Lake (all on
Hwy 78):
One Fine Day; Bramble and Rose; Lion on Lake
Expressions from the Heart (cute spot for lunch).
There are others located downtown.
Recommended shops in or before Perham:
Wild Goose (left side after you cross bridge over Hwy 10);
Artful Obsession; Looms and Weaves; Cottage Country.
The following are located left at the stop lights in main street
area: The Pines; Bay Window Quilt Shop; Back Porch; Ma’s;
Little Red Barn.
Lunch in Perham: The Station House.
Recommended shops in Downtown Ottertail: (Left on Highway 108)
William’s Company; Boutique next door.
Lunch: Betty’s Pantry
Have a great time at Thumper Pond!

Maps and more information located at front desk.

Corrections to 2007 MSPS Roster
Please note the following corrections to the 2007 MSPS
Roster. We apologize for the errors, some of which occurred
due to problems with our database consultant (who has now
been replaced). A new roster will be issued along with the Fall
issue of the Minnesota Surveyor in September.
BDM Consulting Engr. & Surveyors, Dennis Honsa
should be listed as contact at the office on 60 Plato Blvd. E,
Suite 140, St. Paul.
James Boerhave should have been listed in the Individual
Member Directory; his contact information did appear in the
Firm Member Directory (page 34).
Bonestroo, Timothy Larson, 3717 23rd St. S., St. Cloud,
MN 56301. (Company name and address updated.) Linda
Brown and Daniel Kron from Bonestroo were inadvertently
omitted from the Individual Member list; they are at the address shown above.
Leland Smith from the City of Bloomington was inadvertently omitted from the Individual Member list. His con26

tact information is: 9750 James Ave. S., Bloomington, MN
55431; Tel (952) 563-4869, Fax (952) 563-4868.
Chapter 5/Central Lakes Members (corrected list):

Ambourn, Chris
Brunkhorse, Jurgen
Celt, Michael
Dorniden, Barry
Hennen, Paul
Kurth, Jordan
Larson, Jeff
Lodermeier, Blaise
McAninch, Dan
Nelson, Kurt
Ness, Kelly
Portz, Josh
Schuette, Jonathen
Stroeing, Gregg
Swanson, Dale
Theisen, Michelle
Zenk, David
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Monthly
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Topcon GTS-236W, 6” Accuracy,
Wireless, Laser Plummet
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Software, tripod bracket, & cable
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8ft Prism Pole
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$1.70

$8,330.00

$172.65

Item

Total:

Engineer’s Kit

Lists at $7,348, you pay only $5,295
for package price or $152.49 a month!

Item

List Price

Monthly
Lease Price

Nikon DTM-332 total station with
On-Board Data Collection

$6,495.00

$139.58

Heavy-Duty Wood/Fibgls tripod

$188.00

$2.59

Single prism & prism pole

$366.00

$3.92

Nikon 9 pin download cable

$100.00

$1.89

199.00

$4.51

$7,348.00

$152.49

Nikon Connex Software for
download & data manipulation
Total:

Contractor’s Kit

Lists at $7,517, you pay only $5,495
for package price or $158.25 a month!

WF
Be ‘Worry-Free’
Purchase Anytime
Cancel Anytime
No Penalties
Better than cash
A cash purchase is ﬁnal. It’s yours whether
you like it or not. It uses your valuable cash
reserves. It means using equipment until it
becomes obsolete and then disposing of it.
Proﬁts come from using your equipment, not
owning it.
Better than a bank loan
A bank loan has the same disadvantages as
paying cash, plus interest costs. Many banks
won’t even make loans on ‘high-tech’ to new
businesses or newly licensed individuals. Bank
loans can be put off or renewed if business is
slow. Meanwhile you are making payments on
equipment that has become obsolete. With the
‘Worry-Free’ Lease, just turn the equipment in!
Better than other leases
Most commercial leases are non-cancelable,
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leasing.
‘Worry-Free’ Leasing Service
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interest in the performance of your equipment
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Hayes ‘Worry-Free’ Lease cancellation option
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with your equipment, so you will continue
‘Worry-Free’ Leasing as a permanent way to
solve your surveying equipment ﬁnancing
needs.

List Price

Monthly
Lease Price

Sokkia SCT6 Construction total
station

$4,999.00

$108.00

TDS Recon w/ Layout Pro, includes cable, & bracket

$2,095.00

$45.93

Industry
Average

‘Worry-Free’
Lease

Heavy-Duty Wood/Fibgls tripod

$109.00

$1.98

1st mo. $1000

1st mo. $1000

0

Mini Prism package

$159.00

$2.56

2nd mo. $1000

2nd mo. $288

$712

8ft Prism Pole

$155.00

$1.70

3rd mo. $1000

3rd mo. $288

$1,424

$158.25

4th mo. $1000

4th mo. $288

$2,136

Item

Total:

$7,517.00

All Things Surveying.

Example monthly rental cost for a 4-month
project on a $10,000.00 system
Average
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Firm Member Directory
Advance Surveying & Eng.
Jim Parker
5300 S. Hwy. 101
Minnetonka, MN 55345
952-474-7964
Fax (952) 401-1375

Bogart Pederson & Assoc.
Scott Bergherr, PLS
2077 Frontage Road N. Ste 12
Waite Park, MN 55378
320-252-0409
Fax 320-230-6859

W. Brown Land Surveying, Inc.
Woodrow A. Brown
8030 Cedar Ave. South, Ste 228
Bloomington, MN 55428
952-854-4055

Anderson Engineering of Minnesota
Roger Anderson
13605 1st Avenue N, Suite 100
Plymouth, MN 55441
763-412-4000
Fax 763-383-1089

Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Ric Williams
12224 Nicollet Avenue
Burnsville, MN 55337
952-890-0509

Wallace F. Buckler
Wallace Buckler LS
North Lakeshore Drive, Box 144
Crosby, MN 56441
218-546-6375

Arro Land Surveyors, LLC
Bruce Skipton
PO Box 7, 609 Minnesota Ave
Walker, MN 56484
888-547-3797
Fax 218-547-3799

Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Ric Williams
2638 Shadow Lane, Suite 200
Chaska, MN 55318
952-448-8838

Carley-Torgersen, Inc.
David E. Torgersen
70 W. County Road C, Ste 703
Little Canada, MN 55117
651-484-3301

BDM Consulting Eng./Surv.
Dennis Honsa
60 Plato Blvd E, Suite 140
St. Paul, MN 55107
612-548-3140
Fax 651-256-0113

Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Joe Haefner
219 N. Main Street
Fairmont, MN 56031
507-238-4738

Carlson & Carlson, Inc.
Larry Couture
8713 Dupont Avenue South
Bloomington, MN 55420
952-888-2084
Fax 952-881-0135

BDM Consulting Eng./Surv.
Jacob Honsa
200 Fifth St
Elk River, MN 55330
612-419-2387

Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Peter Blethen
1960 Premier Drive
Mankato, MN 56001
507-625-4171
Fax 507-625-4177
www.bolton-menk.com

BDM Consulting Eng./Surv.
Timothy Peterson
826 NW 30th St
Faribault, MN 55021
507-291-1137
Boerhave Land Surveying
James E. Boerhave
14243 Mitoka Circle NE
Prior Lake, MN 55372
952-445-9154
Bogart Pederson & Assoc.
Dennis Pederson
13076 1st Street
Becker, MN 55308
763-262-8822
Fax 763-262-8844
Bogart Pederson & Assoc.
Lee Brown
311 Division Street West
Maple Lake, MN 55358
320-963-6900
Fax 320-963-6060
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Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Larry Zieg
140 1st Avenue North
Sleepy Eye, MN 56085
507-794-5541
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Craig Johnson
NAU Building, 7333 Sunwood Drive
Ramsey, MN 55303
763-433-2851
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Chris Ambourn
2040 Highway 12 East
Willmar, MN 56201-5818
320-231-3956
Bonestroo
Timothy Larson
3717 23rd St S
Saint Cloud, MN 56301
320-251-4553
Fax 320-251-6252

Comstock & Davis, Inc.
Ron Murphy
1446 County Road J
Minneapolis, MN 55432
763-784-9346
Cornerstone Land Surveyors, Inc.
Dan Thurmes
200 East Chestnut St. Ste B100
Stillwater, MN 55082
651-275-8969
Fax 651-275-8976
C.E. Coulter & Associates
John Peterson
1103 W Burnsville Pkwy. Suite 200
Burnsville, MN 55337
952-808-9500
Fax 952-808-9501
Duffy Eng. & Assoc., Inc.
350 Highway 10 South
St. Cloud, MN 56404
320-259-6575
Fax 320-203-1234
Eagle Point/SMI
Kim Quinn
4131 Westmark Dr
Dubuque, IA 52002
563-556-5321
Fax 563-556-8392
EDS, Inc.
Vladimir Sivriver
6480 Wayzata Blvd
Minneapolis, MN 55426
763-545-2800
Fax 763-545-2801
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Egan, Field & Nowak, Inc.
Lee Nord
7415 Wayzata Blvd.
Minneapolis, MN 55426
952-546-6837
Fax 952-546-6839

I&S Engineers & Architects
John Veroeven
1409 North Riverfront Drive
Mankato, MN 56002
507-387-6651
Fax 507-387-3583

Landecker & Associates
Jon Bunkowske
502 SE 10th Street
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
218-326-8047
Fax 218-326-1239

Fischer Land Surveying
Daniel Fischer
P.O. Box 66
Langdon, ND 58249
701-256-5728
Fax 701-256-3709

John Oliver & Associates
Lynn P. Caswell
580 Dodge Avenue
Elk River, MN 55330
763-441-2072
Fax 763-441-5665

Landecker & Associates
David S. Landecker
4646 County Road 11, Box 120
Pequot Lakes, MN 56472
218-568-4940

Folz, Freeman, Erickson, Inc.
Timothy Freeman
12445 55th St.
Lake Elmo, MN 55042
651-439-8833
Fax 651-430-9331

Jones, Haugh & Smith
John Schulte IV
515 S. Washington Avenue
Albert Lea, MN 56007
507-373-4876
Fax 507-373-1839

Landecker & Associates
Terry L. Freeman
Box 292
Walker, MN 56484
866-547-1296
Fax 218-547-2272

Hakanson-Anderson
Charlie Christopherson
3601 Thurston Avenue
Anoka, MN 55303
763-427-5860
Fax 763-427-0520

Kemper & Associates
Mark D. Kemper
721 Old Hwy 8 NW
New Brighton, MN 55112
651-631-0351
Fax 651-631-8105

Landform Engineering
Jonathan Pittmann
800C Butler Square, 100 N 6th St
Minneapolis, MN 55403
612-252-9070
Fax 612-252-9077

Hedlund Planning, Eng. & Survey
Jeffrey Lindgren
2005 Pin Oak Dr.
Eagan, MN 55122
651-405-6600

Kramer Leas DeLeo Surveying
1120 Industrial Park Rd. SW
Brainerd, MN 56401
218-829-5333
Fax 218-829-5377

Loucks Associates
Paul McGinley
7200 Hemlock Lane, Suite 300
Maple Grove, MN 55369
763-424-5505
Fax 763-424-5822

James R. Hill, Inc
John Benner
2500 W. County Road 42, #120
Burnsville, MN 55337
952-890-6044
Fax 952-890-6244
James R. Hill, Inc
Harold C. Peterson
1523 94th Lane NE Suite B
Blaine, MN 55449
763-792-1136
Hosfield & Associates
John Hosfield
415 West North Street
Owatonna, MN 55060
507-451-4598
Fax 507-451-1396
Houston Engineers, Inc.
10900 73rd Ave. N, Ste. 106
Maple Grove, MN 55369
763-493-4522
I&S Engineers & Architects
Russ Halverson
25 NW 4th Street, Ste. 105
Faribault, MN 55021
507-331-1500

Kramer Leas DeLeo Surveying
11 7th Avenue North, Suite 100
St. Cloud, MN 56303
320-259-1266
Kramer Leas DeLeo Surveying
107 5th Street South
Walker, MN 56484
218-547-3267
Kurth Surveying, Inc.
4002 Jefferson Street N.E.
Columbia Hts., MN 55421
763-788-9769
Lake Country Land Professionals
Matthew Thibodeau
2660A Morristown Blvd.
Faribault, MN 55021
507-332-7449
Fax 507-332-7440
Land Consultants
Cedric Schultz
1418 First Avenue N.E.
Rochester, MN 55906
507-288-8855

Loucks McLagan
Paul J. McGinley
20 East Thompson Ave.
W. St. Paul, MN 55118
651-457-3645
Massey Land Surveying & Eng.
Richard Massey
P.O. Box 428
Kasson, MN 55944
507-634-4505
Fax 507-634-6560
McCombs Frank Roos
14800 28th Avenue N, Ste. 140
Plymouth, MN 55447
763-476-6010
Fax 763-476-8532
McCombs Frank Roos
Henry Nelson
P.O. Box 37
Forest Lake, MN 55025
651-464-3130
Fax 651-464-4822
McGhie & Betts, Inc
James R. Swanson
1648 3rd Avenue S.E.
Rochester, MN 55901
507-289-3919
Fax 507-289-7333
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Metro Land Surveying/Eng. Co., Inc.
Ron Alwin
248 Apollo Drive
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
763-398-6830
Fax 763-398-2466
Metro Land Surveying/Engineering
Co., Inc.
1639 Main St. N. Suite 7
Pine City, MN 55063
320-629-3267
Metro Land Surveying/Engineering
Co., Inc.
12510 Fletcher Lane N. #B
Rogers, MN 55374
Moore Engineering Inc.
Jeffry Volk
318 W. Lincoln Ave.
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
218-998-4041
Fax 218-998-4042

RLK Incorporated
4511 W. 1st St., Suite 3
Duluth, MN 55807
218-720-6219
RLK Incorporated
1321 Andover Blvd. Suite 114
Ham Lake, MN 55304
763-434-7646
RLK Incorporated
303 E. 19th St. PO Box 656
Hibbing, MN 55746
218-262-5528
RLK Incorporated
6110 Blue Circle Dr. #100
Minnetonka, MN 55343
952-933-0972

Sunde Land Surveying, LLC
Lenny Carlson, PLS
9001 E. Bloomington Frwy.
Bloomington, MN 55420
952-881-2455
Fax 952-888-9526
Survey Specialists, Ltd
Ken Holmbeck
119 4th Avenue North
Sauk Rapids, MN 5637
877-727-0171
Surveying & Eng. Prof.
Linda Brown
60 10th Avenue South
Waite Park, MN 56387
320-259-8888

RLK Incorporated
600 Hayward Ave. N.
Oakdale, MN 55128
651-251-7676

Taylor Land Surveyors, Inc.
Dennis Taylor
213 West Broadway
Monticello, MN 55362
763-295-3388
Fax 763-295-3408

E.G. Rud & Sons, Inc.
Ernie Rud
6776 Lake Drive, Suite 110
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
763-786-5556

Ulteig Engineers
Walter Gregory
5201 East River Rd. Ste 308
Minneapolis, MN 55421
763-571-2500
Fax 763-571-1168

Olsson Associates
Scott Trosen
6600 France Ave S., Ste 230
Edina, MN 55435
952-941-0477
Fax 952-941-0644

E.G. Rud & Sons, Inc.
Kurt Nelson
PO Box 220
Hutchinson, MN 55350
651-361-8200
Fax 651-361-8701

URS Corporation
700-3rd Street
Minneapolis, MN 55415
612-370-0700

O’Malley & Boe Land Surveyors, Inc.
328 SW 3rd Street
Willmar, MN 56201
320-235-4012

Salo Engineering, Inc.
Dale Berntsen
15 East First Street
Duluth, MN 55802
218-727-8796

Northern Lights Surveying & Mapping
Jeffrey Major
1007 NW 4th St
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
218)-326-5325

Otto Associates
Edward J. Otto, Paul E. Otto
9 W. Division Street
Buffalo, MN 55313
763-682-4727
Fax 763-682-3522

Sathre-Bergquist, Inc
150 South Broadway
Wayzata, MN 55391
952-476-6000
Fax 952-476-0104

Pellinen Land Surveying
Jeffrey Rausch
Box 35, 18486 202nd Circle
Hutchinson, MN 55350
320-587-4789
Fax 320-587-3752

Schoell & Madsen, Inc
Daniel Nickols
15050 23rd Ave N
Plymouth, MN 55447
763-746-1626
Fax 763-746-1699

Rehder & Associates
Alvin R. (Al) Rehder
3440 Federal Drive, Suite 240
Eagan, MN 55122
651-452-5051
Fax 651-452-9797

SRF Consulting Group
Dean Dushek
One Carlson Parkway #150
Plymouth, MN 55447
763-475-0010
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Valley Surveying Co, P.A.
16670 Franklin Trail S.E.
Prior Lake, MN 55372
952-447-2570
Westwood Prof. Services
411 Laurel St.
Brainerd, MN 56401
218-829-1751
Westwood Prof. Services
7699 Anagram Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
952-937-5150
Westwood Prof. Services
3701 12th St. N. Suite 206
St. Cloud, MN 56303
320-253-9495
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Widseth Smith Nolting
Bryan Balcome
610 Filmore Street
Alexandria, MN 56308
320-762-8149
Fax 320-762-0263
Widseth Smith Nolting
Jeff Miller
7804 Industrial Park Road
Baxter, MN 56425
218-829-5117
Fax 218-829-2517

Widseth Smith Nolting - Bemidji
Gary Thompson
315 - 5th St NW
PO Box 398
Bemidji, MN 56649-0398
218-444-1859
Fax 218-829-2517
Widseth Smith Nolting
Brian Hoffart
216 South Main
Crookston, MN 56716
218-281-6522
Fax 218-281-6545

Yaggy Colby Associates
Theresa Foster
1270 Northland Dr, STE 150
Mendota Heights, MN 55122
651-681-9040
Fax 651-905-3707
Yaggy Colby Associates
Donald R. Borcherding
717 3rd Avenue S.E.
Rochester, MN 55901
507-288-6464
Fax 507-288-5058

C.R. Winden & Associates
Charles Winden
2380 Wycliff St. Suite 200
St. Paul, MN 55114
651-731-7702
Fax 651-641-0028

Sustaining Members
The Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors appreciates the continued participation and encourages your support for the following Sustaining Members of MSPS:

Aero-Metric

Frontier Precision

Leica Geosystems, HDS

13400 68th Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55311
763-420-9606 Fax 763-420-9584
www.aerometric.com

1906 7th Street North
St. Cloud, MN 56303
320-654-6511 Fax 320-654-6520
www.frontierprecision.com

4107 - 158th Street West
Rosemount, MN 55068
651-322-6668

Allen Precision Equipment

Howard R. Green

1550 Boggs Road
Duluth, GA 30096
770-279-7171

2550 University Ave W, Suite 400
St. Paul, MN 55114
651-644-4389 Fax 651-644-9446

Berntsen International, Inc.

Harrison Marker & Instruments Co.

PO Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708-8670
608-249-8549
Fax 608-249-9794

Contractors & Surveyors
Supply
4001 Peridot Path
Eagan, MN 55122
651-454-8185

P.O. Box 66
Anoka, MN 55303
763-421-1445

Horizons, Inc.
6125 Blue Circle Drive
Minnetonka, MN 55343
952-931-9869 Fax 952-931-9529

Lot Surveys Co
7601 73rd Ave N
Minneapolis, MN 55428
(763) 560-3093

Mathison Company
P.O. Box 333
Fargo, ND 58107
800-437-4744

Northwest Laser and Instruments
2200 University Avenue, Suite 100
St. Paul, MN 55114
651-645-3828
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